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Method and devig^ for dry forminfr w^h.

Ihis invention relates to the dry forming of webs.
Dry forming implies that the fibre material dispersed

Ihe fxbres precpxtate on the wire while the air passestherethrough. In commercially available plants for dryfoz^xng, the web is forced by using nets or screen p^Itesthrough which the fibres are to pass prior to theirprecipitation on the wire. The finer the net the .1.the w^ah K,i4. ^4-^1-
"ei;^ rne cleanerthe web, but at the .ame time the fibre flow is reducedand an ever increasing amount of fibres arc separated 1reoect and recycled for repeated defibration . IbTrellxs low capacity and degradation of the fibres Ar Z

disadvantage is that the rlh
f^hres. A further

in the net or screen Zl th
''"^^^

distribution.
non-unifo™ fibre

The present invention relates to a method and device fora. web Where the aforesaid disadvantages a^eelxmxnated. According to the invention, no nets or screen

—
"b——^^^^^^^

: HI-
p.th t ^^r^ t:::^::;;^^^ ::
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The invention is described in greater detail in the fo,

,

ng by way of an embodiment thereof a„d with ^f rento the accompanying drawings.
erence

iLiEi^l a basic flow diagram for- «
the invention. Pig. 3 is a fL d

—«ng to

embodiment.
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• v,..d 1 is provided with an inlet 2, which is

The forming head i is piuv
^ >,^^-k4- and

• as to have successively decreasing height and
designed so as to ha

2, thus,
increasing

^^^^^ rectangular. The final
can transform from circular

„^ ^ swiniz

height of the inlet 2 is adjustable by means of. a
swing

xip 3 Which co-operates with the stationary lower wall 4

lip 5, wnicn p
divided into individually

of the inlet. The lip 3 can oe ax
. of

adjustable sections for controlling the '-^^

the inlet 2 in the transverse direction and thereby .

oltrollin. the transverse profile of the
^^^-^H;^^^

Ti. T the wall U transforms to a continuous single-curved

ve; ZrT:.\ the radius of which .ust exceed 100 ^.
c T.=cri<? to an accept outlet b, wnicn

This curved surface 5 leads to an ac p

1.^-^- -!4- Pn-r'ms an anele or aoout
is so directed downwara^. — - o

90° with the inlet 2. Other angles between 45 and l80 ,

however, can also be used.

A screen 7 is located spaced fro. the
'-^'''.^^'^^'lll'.

and extends along the entire «idth of the inlet, thereby
and extend b

^.t^.en the screen 7 and curved surface
forming a passage 8 between tne

hv the
5. The narrowest section of the passage is defined by the

leading edge 9 of the screen which is located after about

Llf Of the curved surface 5. The screen 7 being "-able

the distance between the leading edge of the—" f"^

curved surface 5 can be varied. The screen 7 is substantially

in parallel with a tangent to the curved surface ? ^ a

point directly in front of the edge 9. The screen 7 delimits

the accept outlet 6 from a reject outlet 10.

Above the screen 7 an adjustable wall 11 is located, which

together with the edge 9 of the screen defines a Pa==age 12

above the screen 7. This passage 12 co-nmicates with the

reject outlet 10. The wall 11 is pivotal about a

by Lans of an adjustable stay me«ber 1.. The wall 11 further

is sealed against the upper portion of the forming head

1 by a sealing 15. thereby preventing return flow of the

reject in the forming head.
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The fibre material is supplied to the forming head in the

form of fibres dispersed in air. The flow rate in the

narrowest section of the inlet must exceed 100 m/sec. Hereby

the fibres are dispersed which may have entangled (fibre

fluff pieces). The incoming fibre/air flow deflects along

the curved surface 5, which should be relatively rough

so that the flow follows the surface without forming turbulenc

or give rise to other disturbances. The screen 7 divides

the flow so that part of it containing the coarsest particles

flows through the reject passage 12 while the remainder

flows through the accept passage 8, The distribution between

accept and reject can be determined by moving the screen ?•

The distribution should be such that the accept flow is

25-75? of the incoming flow. The wall 11 prevents return

flow of the reject in the forming head 1.

The accept is allowed to flow out through the accept outlet

6 down to a running air-pervious support, preferably in

the form of a wire. The opening of the accept outlet to the

wire should be 50-300 mm, calculated in the direction of

movement of the wire. The width should be substantially equal

to the width of the inlet 2. It is essential, however, that

the fibre/air flow is laterally defined by walls all the

distance from the inlet 2 to the accept outlet 6. On the

lower surface of the wire a suction box can be located.

The wire speed should be 50-1000 m/min, preferably 100-200

m/min.Th.€r.jaccjapt- outlet 6 shouid be located at a distance of

10-150 mm from the wire. As the web is being built up on

the wire 3 the air perviousness of the wire decreases,

thereby giving rise to a counterpressure in the accept outlet

6 and accept passage 8. Due to this counterpressure, the

incoming fibre /air flow automatically is displaced to the

reject passage 12, because the capability of the flow to

follow the curved surface depends on the counterpressure

in the accept flow. This means that upon increase of the

web thickness on the wire the fibre supply decreases, and

upon decrease of the web thickness the fibre supply increases
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Thereby a web with a very uniform v/eb thickness (grammage)
can be obtained. This web thickness is maintained automat-
ically in the way described above. Grammage variations, thus,
can be kept within 5%.

In Fig. 2 a basic flow diagram for an embodiment is shown.
Fibre material is charged through a conduit 20 to a refiner
21 for defibration. The defibrated material is transferred
through a conduit 22 to a screen 23. A conduit 2^ from the
accept side of the screen leads via a fan 25 to the forming
head 1. The reject from the screen 25 is led via a conduit 26
to repeated defibration.

In the forming head the flow is divided into accept, which
IS precipitated on a running support 27, and reject, which
via a conduit 28 entirely or partially is returned to the
forming head 1. Part of the reject possibly can be returned
via a conduit 29 for repeated screening in the screen '23.

The screen 23 can represent several single screens which,
for example, can be cascade connected in a closed air circuit.
An additional refiner can also be provided for reject refin-
ing. By carrying out a defibration as complete as possible
of the material prior to its advancing to the forming head 1,

'

the flow in the forming loop can be closed, i.e. all fibre
material from the conduit 28 is returned to the forming head 1.
Hereby the forming head . is utilized exclusively for bringing
about a web with uniform grammage, as described above..

Alternatively, part of the reject from the conduit 28 can be
separated for repeated screening and re-defibration. The
forming head 1 hereby also acts as a screen for separating
coarse particles.

In Fig. 3 a preferred embodiment is shown. According to this
embodiment, the fibre material is supplied in the form of bales
to a bale shredder 30, from which the material is blown
to a container 31. The air is separated in a cyclone 32. Thereafter
fine shredding is carried out in a refiner 33, from which
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the fibres are blovm to a screen 34. The accept from this

screen 34 is transferred via a cyclone 35 to the forming

loop, which comprises a fan 25, a forming head 1, a forming

support 27 and a reject conduit 28. The reject from the

screen 34 is led to a second screen 36 where the -reject

is led to a reject refiner 37 for defibration while the

accept is returned to the screen 34.

This arrangement implies that the forming loop is closed

,

i.e. all material allowed to enter the loop sooner or

later will come out on the support 27-

EXAMPLE

At the embodiment according to Fig. 3 the operation condit-

ions were as follows

:

Radius of the curved surface (5) 200 mm

Distance between the screen (7) and curved surface (5) 25 mm

Distance between the outlet (6) and wire (27) liO imn

Air speed in the narrowest portion of inlet (2) l44 m/s

Re j ect amount 60^

The following mechanical properties of a web of bleached

sulphate pulp could be noted:

Web strength in machine direction 0^4 N/15 nm width

Web strength transverse to machine direction 0,3 N/15 mm width

Density 22 kg/m^

Profile deviation in machine direction - 3%

Profile deviation transverse to machine direction t 3^3^

Grammage i76 g/m

The web obtained, thus, was very uniform. Of particular

importance is the uniformity in strength along and transverse

to machine direction.

The invention, of course, is not restricted to the embodiment

described, but can be varied within the scope of the

invention idea.
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Claims

1. A method of dry forming a web by defibration of fibre material and

dispersion of the fibres in an air flow and precipitation of the fibres

on a running air-pervious support, characterized in that

the fibre/air flow with a feed-in -speed exceeding 1QQ m/s is spread to

a layer with a width corresponding substantially to that of the completed

web, that said flow is deflected between 45 and 180 ^ along a single-

curved convex surface, whereby centrifugal forces and shearing gradient

forces act on the fibres, and that the part of the material flow which is

least deflected is separated as reject, while the remainder as accept is

led to the running support where the air is sucked through so that the

fibre material precipitates on the support and successively forms a web.

2. A method as defined in claim 1, characterized in

that the reject flow is led in a closed flow loop and recycled together
with new fibre material.

3. A method as defined in claim 1or2, characterized
in that the accept is 25-75 % of the ingoing fibre material.

4. A device for dry forming a web, comprising a forming head (1) with
an inlet (2) for the fibre material in the form of fibres dispersed in an

air flow, and an outlet (6) for distributing the fibres on a running air-
pervious support (27), characterized in that the inlet (2)

is formed so as to have a width corresponding substantially to the width
of the completed web, that the inlet (2) transforms to a single-curved
convex surface (5), which leads all the way to an accept outlet (6) which
forms an angle of 45-180 ° with the inlet (2), that lateral walls are

provided for defining the flow all the way from the inlet (2) to the
accept outlet (6), that a screen (7) is located at an adjustable distance
from the curved surface (5) for dividing ingoing fibre/air flow into
accept and reject, that an outlet (10) for the reject is located behind
the screen (7), and that the support (27) is located at a distance of
10-150 mm from the accept outlet (6).

5. A device as defined in claim 4, characterized in
that the inlet (2) and accept outlet (6) form an angle of about 90 °.

6. A device as defined in claim 4 or 5, characterized
in that the inlet (2) is provided with a lip (3) adjustable in sections
for controlling the layer thickness of ingoing fibre/air flow in the
transverse direction and thereby the transverse profile of the web.
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after about half of the curved surface (5).

^ h a r a c t -

e r 1 z e d in tnat
^^^.^^^

screen (7) to define a passage (12) for the rej

flow of the reject in the forming head (1).
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FIG.3


